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It is a pleasure to contribute 
Overbeek. The stability of foams or 
films have long attracted his interest 
Laboratoriuml - * *_ 

a paper to this volume honoring Professor 
emulsions and the properties of thin liquid 
and that of his coworkers at the van 3 Hoff 

The work described here considers the problem of the stability of emulsions. 
When two oil drops approach each other a thin film of the continuous water phase is 
trapped between the drops The behavior of the t’hin film dictates whether the emulsion 
is stabie or unstable; the rate of thinning of the film essentrally determines the time 
required for the drops to coalesce. In the work reportA here the rate of thinning of the 
film v+as studied for a free drap of oil rising through water to coalesce at a planar 
interface. To ensure that the film ruptured and to simplify the anal-sis, sufficient KC1 
was added to minimize the double layer repulsion. The objective was to identify the 
mechanisms of film drainage so that from these experiments on an idealized system of 
a singIe drop some insight might be gained into the stability of emulsions. The 
procedure was to observe the behavior, devise mechanisms to explain the behavior, 
where possible, to develop mathematical models based on the mechanisms and to 
evaluate the models. 

A further objective of this paper is to illustrate how the equations describing the 
fluid d_ynamical behavior in the film can be linked with the equations describing 
surface behavior and to relate this work to the results of others. 

1. FZKPERlMENTAL OBSERVATLONS 

The rest-times of the drops at the interface, r, and the light interference patterns 
of the thin film (as viewed from above) were measured as a function of drop diameter, 
concentration of surfactant and the physical properties of the system. Drops of 
24 mm diameter gave a reasonably large diameter of ‘%ontact” for the light inter- 

ference studies yet the shape of the drop was essentialiy spherical. This last feature 
simplified the subsequent mathematical analysis. 

Special teL_hniques were developed to clean the bulk oil-water interface and to 
form drops of reproducible diameter. The drop rest-times were measured as an 
indirect function of interracial concentration of surfactant by measuring directly the 
bulk concentration of surfactant and the interface age from the time of cleaning. 

* Dedicated to Professor J. Th G. Overbe& on the occasion of the 25th anniversary of his appointment as 
a Profasor of Physical Chemistry. 

J. EkctroanoL Chem. 37 (1972) 
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concentration, t_ of 10M6 g 1-l SL& pattern ti behavior o&urs forrc2minand 
pattern ILT behavior for c > 4 mi.& E&wever, for higher bulk co= ti~ns,2=lo-4, 
the reva& happens-Paxtern IIX occnrs for short titerface ages and pattegr IV .at Eong 
idterface ages. Detail&i plots ofthe data are given ekewherti’_ _- - 

To put this plmmmenon quditativdy into prspedve *&ese-a&lts for n& 
_- _ 

dlizkembulkco ncentrations cm &combined by estimatingtheint2rfacialconcentra- 
tion of surf&ant (alternatively a rekrence bulk concentration, thk highest bulk con- 
centratiun,canbeusedandtbeti.&,t, estimated- when for the referexxx system the 
iuterkciai concentratik equals that for various combinations oftiertace age and 
bulk concentration)_-W&n this is&~ the patterns alternate betweza patterns _rU: and 
IV as the interfacial concentration increases_ A summary of the observations for the 
variation in film thickness and the rest-times for the systems studied by B~rri1l~~ is 
given in Table 1; - _ 

Besides studying the variation in 5 thickness and the~rest-times in order to _ 
understzmd the coafescence me&anisms; the ckuiation patterns in the-bulk flui& 
phases bounding the trapxd_f3m cxx be studied. Natural& one hopes that the tracers 
added to m&i tile circulation visMe do nti.affti the pheno@ka b&g studied. 
R ~d"~~~~ti~paoternswith0.O~mmlycopodium powder far 
Ikid drops and with a eon-unifom density rigid spheti for rigid non_deformabie 
drops? _ _ - 

We 11ow break down-the observed pat?ms into mechz&ms which can be 
used as the basis of theories for quantitatively predicting t&e o*ations_ 

2, MEC’5iASIM OF FL334 DRAWAGE _ 
_ - 

_ - 

- Considerf~tHefundamentafconceptsand~enthemechulisms. - _. 

2I.- Ftmdamenrdcuncepts _ _ - 
ThehurdamentaZconQpts~-usetod-~thissgrstem,in~~are 

asioHoikrs: -_ 
1, The drop t-i& because atf buuya~.~cY. Because it has a velocity and mass it 

akozx%sInertia 
_ 2.Waterinthefilmcanflowout-of~=film be&&e or a radk$ pressure 

-tan& -use of-momexit; or mobility of tfie bowlding interfkces _ _ 
3 S~boti_hteriacesarr:fltiid&cancurve, pressureandcurvakreare 

kelate& - 
_ -. _ _- _ - - - _ 

- -+_ A- non-rmiform:d&tribu& of su&ctant _at tlk interf+e gives agradient. _ 
_ in~e&~te&cizdtension_ :_ >- 

5_ At ani mob&& flUid intexf&ce there is cuntinuity of&e shear stress:- 
7 6; YE+ &ter&.ce ti rzzGst a s- stress so that_&? interfackl vekxAty is ze& ; 

iftkre issufficient-surfacaanr in the iqterfke to pre$ent lateral movement_ We-call _ 

1 this cm&i& stc%k&_~~bility (iit is Ekely to be importapt wfien_insoluble surfact+xtS 
are prese+at + Gite$&& m #be@ &be desorption-bf soluble surfactants i% slow- 
rektive to&e fluid crynvnical @crxtions& - -I -_ 

___ - 
- _ - 

:-7, wa&rn 0&3~out~~~*fih_setsup~ashat stksat.~_boundingint~-- 
&& M&l cati * jjjterface$ tb%e m$A~ile unle& *c s&k&-s&ss is Arywb.k 
IX&UIC& by aLinterfkc$ t&sZux~&rad-k&_Wh~-~~a paiance cAx$+ the inte&ce 

klA&&&dd-qrllamK#rJ: 
_ yimm-ob+--_ : _ _ ---:_I _ .-- __--_c .,= - _ -_-_ _ _ _~ 

-_ _. :‘_ __ 
-- - __ _.-_-_ - _ _- 

-J_f-&&&-&q-y~(j~_,‘ L - -_- 1 -_ .‘.= ~~_ - ; - -- _;t_ : = 
- z _ 2 

-f - 
- _ _- _ _ _._ _ - _ -r 

*w’. _ -_ __r - - 
) - __ ,i _ _ _ :1. _ - ~ -z s 
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8, The-pressure k -zero at some radial distance R. For all r&dial positioner 
i<R,~eintegralofthepressuretim~theareabalances the force bringing the tdcro 

- ~terEacesto~eti_ Ifkwitia, vau dm Waak and doubIe’iayex repuhiion aie zwj$ectect, 
then the buoyant force is the force to be balanced by‘ tie pressure& the film, ?_his is : 

_ 

lT=wg = 
-s 

r=R 
2m-+ -(I) 

r=O 

wh& iI =disjbi&g pressure. 
_- e 

Consider new some cakukutions based GIL these concepts a& expkrim~tal 
data_ The dktri%ution of surfzktant at the interface for‘veous sets of &al&cence data 
can be estimated by the procedure outline+ in Fig. 2. - - ~ 

-L 

Ad-t carstants until - 

ditierence rn film sha&= 

film thicknesses from 

CowScants 

- Constants in 73 - 
- polynomial 
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The ter& on the i.h.s. c&n be related to the iuttirfacial concentration, 
interfacial tension is given by : 

y y,,-kk’r- - 
or 

&a= rk’ GT/i?r _ - 

197- 

r, assuming ihe _ 

(W 

WI 

qJh=e YO = iuterf&ial tension when no surfactant is present in the interface or at some 
reference concentration. in a region where eqn. (4) may be assumed to be valid; 
k’ =constant. 

The term on the rhs- can be related to the pressure uiathe equation of md;oh _ 
in the fXrm For isothermal, steady state, creeping flow conditions, neglecting gravita- 
tional effects, the equation is, in cylindrical coordinates : 

ap/* = p a= vr/az2 @a) - 

At&xsnbg the drop interface is mobile or the oii in the drop is inviscid, i.e. &J&=0 
at r=O, yields _ - 

p a+k = z aplar 
For &namic immobility, substitution or’ eqns. (4b) and (5b) into eqn. (3) gives I 

&I 

To det&min k-the distribution of surfactant, value& of both variables on the rh.s. of __ 
eqn (6) are needed, namely z = ft and p. 

-The method used is as foX~ows_ General equations are wriken in terms of the 
prizssure in the !Ilm and the three-dimensional shapes of the interfaces bounding the 
Finn This equation h&s an adjustable parameter R A va!ue of R-is chosen such that 
the film thicknes beiwee~ the calculated three-dimensional shapes of the interfaces 
matches the fihn thickness observed in experiieutai light interference dam for ail 
radial locations Details +-e given by Burriil and Wood~‘~_ Thus, the three-dimen- 
sional shapes and ail-the constants in the pressure polynomial can be calculated 

A key equation in this calculation is a simplified form of the Lapiace equation : - F" _ _ (7)* 
.Ifweassume - _ .- _ L _ 

--. we can then tis& the appropriate deCvative of eqn. (8) -in eqn. (-7) and a term by term 
comparisonwith eqn, (2) yields‘ values for the constants in eqn- (8). Then, the derivative- 
of eqn_ (2) with respect to r times eqn. (8) e be substituted into eqn. (6) and the restit- 
iag eqtioh integrated-with respect to rL For the sake of illustration we assume. 
r=r,- at r=O where r, > 0. The result is an expressi& for the radial distdbution of . 

surfa*tattheinterface --:_ _ - 
- 
_y,r, L-2 

_ - 
- --_ _ _ ‘1. ;_ _ 

_-- _- 
_ _kl ig - q-;y__ _ --.I --_ j __;.-_(y_ 

- _ ._ 
_ -3-- -- _ - - r : . 

‘- _ _ - numben 
_- . . - __ -- _ - 

- . . _- 
^_ - 

i m~f~7~4@k~.37 fi95kg - 
r z -- - 

- - -_ _ ; 
; _ - : 

:_ - . 
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Fig. 5. Different interfacial conditions for a drop nsing through an inliiite fluid. (a) System free of SIN- 

famnts; @] diribution of snrkctz~nts along the interfzwe of a rising drop_ 
_ _ - . _- 

22 The mechanisms I_ 
Each of the five patterns of behavior observed can be broken down into what _ 

might be caNed four fundamental types on behavior_ The patterns are ma& up of the 
sequential or simultaneous occurrence of the different types of khavibur. The four 
-types are I- 

1. rapid approadh : outflow of fluid from the film &ccurs because the bounding 
interfaces are mobile and there is only a small radial pressure gradient_ 

2. dimple formation: inflow of fluid into the film because the‘interfacial 
tension gradient causes contraction of the interfaceand drags the bounding bulk fluid 
inwards. 

3. even drainage: symmetrical outflowof fluid from the film because ofa raditil 
pressure gradient_ At least one of the bounding interfaces is usually immobile. 

4. uneven drainages unsymmetrical outflow of fluid from the film because of 
localt interfacial mobi!ity aided by a radial pressure gradient_ - 

Mechanisms can be proposed for these four tv of ‘+havior, The following 
are‘hypotheses that qualitatively explain the observations. The test of the hypotheses 

_- lieSin how well the theoretical &dels based on the hypotheses predlc!, the observa- 
- tions. ~ - 

_ - Rapid a~p&ch mecha& Rapid approach is the outflow of fluid from- the 
_ film with the bounding interfaces being mobile and with i’ittie radial pressure gradient . 

within the barrier ring. The mechani& for this is relatively easy to explain. BecauSe of 
- its buoyancy, the-drop‘ approaches the bulk interface. A film form&etween the drop 

and bulk interfaces and the decreasing thickness of the film begins to restrict the outi 
ward flow of liquid from the film. This &striction of flow is increased if the mobility of 
the bounding interfaces is reduced as a result of the viscc$ty of one of the buLk_ phases, 

_ be&use adsorbed surfactant_is distr~buted~along the-interface and a significant inter- 
facial tension-gradient exists or because-the interfaces are immobile as either the sh&r _ 
stress is ekerywhere balanced by art.interfacial tension gradient, or the interfacial 

_ 

concentration of surfactant is so high that ste+ hiridrance prevents lateral motion of 
the$&factant an&-the interface is immobile. ff an interfac@ tensiongradient is set up,- 

- _ both thedrop buoyancy iorcc kxnd the inertia force, which acts on-the drop a& it de-_-- 
celerates, do_ v&k on_the buik interface to-set up this gradient.-By-+ing work, the 
_kinetic_energ$ of the drop may be dissipate+_and replaced by surface energy-The drop _I 
buoyancy force & &p$sed by the pressur_e in-the film _tihich;is_set up by tberest&tioh 

_- _ - -. _ .__ _ 

J,Efecrr&ol. Chetiz, 3f(l&) _ . - - - 
: - _ L 

_- _ _ _ _ _- - 
_ _ -2 

- -_ _ - _ - _ __ _‘- 
-_ _ - . - _ - _ - _-_ . .z a _ _ . 
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of the effiux because of both the fiIm thickness and the partial or complete immobility 
of the bulk interface _- 

-The transfer of kinetic energy into the potential surface energy of an interfacial 
tension gradient is vkry rapid and, if complete, the period of rapid approach ceases. 
EnitiUy, the bulk interface over-expands because ihe average film pressure neces&y_ 
to balance both the buoyancy and inertia forces is larger than that necessary to 
bak.n& just the buoyancy_ If the transfer of the kinetic energy of the drop to _the 
inter&x&l teusion gradient cannot be cotipleted becauq insufficient surikctant is 
adsorb@ at the iinterface, then paH.M mobility of the bulk-interface rcs&ts, and ~&XI 
thimkg ‘continues rapidly until ruptti 

Dimpi~ formafion nzechmtinn- -The mechanism when a0 
&xsion gradient, by a of surfktant the inferfktce, 
greater than shear Stress an the At this in time, 
contracts arid buik interfacial is directed the center film. 
The drags the bulk fluid into the to 
form dimple. - 

_ One to obtain pre+equisites for formation is-for drop to 
rapidly an conkning a smail aMount of surfactant. When the drop - 

is Ear fkoratk buik~interface, there is no interfacial tension gradient, the stiac&t is 
uniformiy dis&iiuted along the interface and i.nGfficient surfactant is there to rfzsist 
the shear stress During rapid approach. the shear stress-at the interface causes the 
bulk interkce~o expand, sweeping surfactant withit The pistri%ution of su&ctant, 
which can be c$uGted from eqn. (9, gives an inter&Sal tension gradient which 
ttdaace the_ shear shress all radial 3%~ iqtcrface then 

- d~~~ikmobik(iithere~ksufkient su&ctant thisdistriti&tion,then 
- sheS.rstress exceeds inrerfkial tension and the is mobile, 

rapid appkach - -_ 
_ 

-_ Ifwa&kre is surf+ztaixt,_the distributioti a maximum at 
r=R_withacorrespocding in the tension 7. Of more interest is the gradient 
of the int&aciai tension -and the shear stress, whikb are assum~tobe~uaLThe 
shear stress a&e~_&xzux&e iif the fok coptriiutions of both buoyancy and inertia_ 

_ -When the drop &es zqested, the tie@i%koMributian‘ to the shear stres$ is lost_ 
If the i&r&i of-the Sop bec&es d+pated befti the‘surf&ctant can redistribute it-- 
selfat the int&rfa.c& t&n the interfkci& ten&on gr&di&t exceeds the $XZS stress and - L - 
djmpk fOE-EIlZitiM begins- 

_ - Anotfier contri@tion that aids dimple form&n &curs if there is surfactant 
p-t at the i&e++ of&j drop__ --ether thereis or not depends upon the-procer _ 
dure for formi&.@e-drop and the rates of k@orption. If surfactant-is present, it_ wiH - 
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- beha&, &se two simultaneo~ types of behaviout are such ‘that the volume of fluid 
- within the bar&r ring is approximately independent of the elapsed time. Hence, to 
the observe it appears as though the thickness at the barrier ring decreases because 01 
flow in’the‘rx$on beyond the barrier ring, i.e. r > c. Indeed, this was the bzxsis for the_ 
simple model of Hodgson and Woods 1 ’ . From a mechanistic viewpoint, this behavior 

. at? > c Occurs because the pressure gradient is steeper in this region. 
Uneven drainage mechanism, Uneven drainage, the unsymmetrical flow of fluid 

fro~~thefiIm_ because of local interfacial mobiiity aided by a pressure gradient, is 
caused because the local~shear stress exceeds the interfacial tension gradient to cause 
local mobility of the bulk interf%ce, Four possible causes of the local mobility are : 

I_ depleted dynamic immobrxty, . - 

2. removal of IocaI shear- stre& 
3_ local impurities, 
4, unsymmetrical circuiation patterns.- 1 

- -For the- most generally applicable causer. depleted dynamic immobility, 
kriIl’2_ hypothesized that during the approach and the resultant dynamic im- 
mobility with its distribution of surfkctant, the surfactarit ieaves the region of r+ = 1 
because of interfacial difFusion, desorption and radial interracial tension gradients 
such that the supply of surfactant is loc&ly depleted so that at a later elapsed time 

- there is ixkufikient surfactant to bahuxe the local shear stress. Uneven drainage 
begins- At the same time that Burrili was developing this theory MarucciZO qua& 
tatively described “the_[desorption) diffusion controlled mechanism at the border of 
the film is be!ieved to be the major cause of further thinning of the film down to 
rupture”. Burrill believes this mechanism is the mason for uneven drainage and pro- 
vided a quantitative analysis of the surfac’ant distribution and the order-of-magnitude 
estimation of the driving foice& 

The second mechanisk is important when the interfacial concentration IT, ik 
smail- Here; the sudden removal of some shear stress (for exaniple, caused by the drop 
sliding Laterally along the bulk interface) leaves a moment;irY distribution of surf& 
tant thateannot be synimetrically redistributed before local mobihty occurs along the 

. line of for@et slide. - 
- Particularly when the interface ha.& aged for a long time, mixtures-&f surfac- 

tits-in the region r+ 
_ mobxXty_-For 

= 1 can cauz~ local surEa_ce tension-gradient’s that give local 
example, when Burrii had his system as clean as_ possibk, all the film 

drainage was uneven for ali+terface ages. When LQa6g l--r of SJLS wti added, the _ 
- film drainage was even until the interface had aged several-hours. There seemed to be 

_ _no predictable-radial’ dire&on along which uneven drainage occurred and bo pre-- 
_ dktable r&t $me- _rPis would agree with the hyp6thks.s of -mixed surfactants c&t.& 

buted throughout the bulk surface- Unevendrainage would occur whenever a large__. 
enough locaI inter@ciaLtension gradient occurred nekrti’ = 1. _ 

- _- 
. _flartlandL4.s+gested that uneven drainage occurs in fluidXuidsystems be- - 

’ cause of the persistence df circulation within sonte portion of the fluid drop. _ -_-- _ - <- I _ 
_ _, - _ - c 

I 3_ TtiOti-ilCiiL &&-IOW_OF EVEN FILM_T-l+&d -- 
_ -_ _-_ - _ 

- _ _- _ ;- - _ 
_. _ - 

._ _- >__- ,__-_ ._ - . r -- 
- ) _ _.: 5 _ _ _< 

r _ _ _ ‘SX Mafhemati_&i-kdkls_should _I---pr&& a. _ - now be developed ~o~t&t ihk_h&&ie& and to _ 

- -. 
thumiq$__~e genc&@ci3eqiiat&m_ to -be-&k@I_fo_ pre$ct the tXm l 

_ _ _” - _ _ - 2 Y- _ _ 
^ _-_ - _ _ _-- _ - 

_ ._ _ -_ _-‘.- __ 
_ h 

i- - _ ,,- _ : _ 
- _- 

_-__ _ _- - -> _ - -_ - 

_ _ -.- -’ _ _’ -._ 
_- 
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thrnning b&a& ii&de the mamoscopk mass, force and energy balances, &d the _ 

microscopic eqtitio_& of change f6r the bulk fluids (drop, burls oil phase I and in the 
con^Jnuous phase II)a.nd for the two interkes. Theeq~tiopsare linked by bou@dary 
tindition~ (such as-those descriid in Section 2),-fhix-expressions and eqtitions of 
state-Themain equations ake s- 1 - 4 in TablC 2. me k:mplejeset ofequations, 
given &Table 2 is eSremeAy compIexWand diffkult to solve. Indeed, some very simpk 
approxZmations to the complex. probiti have be& us&l and are ividefy used al- 

_ thougti;understa&a bly, the predictions based on these models are often in krror. _ _ - _ _ - 
TABLE2 - 

OVERALL SET OF IiQUATIONS TO BE SOLVED i-0 DESCRfSE FILM =U+ING 
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Consider briefly some different sets of equations and what they predict. 
A’very popular approximation is the parallel discs model solved by Stefan”, 

R eynoldsZ3 and Taylor24, and- the various variations of it proposed by Charles 
et aL2’, Elton and Ricknett26, and Frankel and Mysels2’. The set of equations solved 
is shown in Table 3. It should be noted that in solving this set of equations inconSistent 
assumptions are used_ In this model, the main assumption is that both interfaces are 
immobile, and the distance of separation does not vary with radius, i.e. L&/&=0. 

TABLE 3 

PARALLEL DISCS MODEL 
OWSCl1l 

macroscopic 

-t- 
I 

1. 
M IU-OSCCPIC 

Bulk phase Interface 

Conttnutty 
I 

1 Mot ron 
1 p*=const g= 

__---- ____ 7 r_._, 

Genwalized result for pp=!$ and - & HW 
APO _ 

dh -1 

This gives the result for the change in shape of the interface and the changes at both 
the harrier ring and at the center to be: _ 

-dh 

dd= 
Eh3 _- -- 

6~ 
. (10) F 

where h=thickness of the film, @=time, &=4~~/~R4=3~~/lf;gApb3, _u=viscosity 
of the fluid in the film, Wg= force bringing -the droh and bulk together, = Ap Vg, 
R =mdial &xation where the pressure in the continuhs phase is zero, Ap =density 
difference between the dispersed and continuotis- fluids, V=v6lume of the drop, 
b_=,&dius of a-spherical drop, p O=pressure at-the center of the film at r=O, H=l if 

3, EJecWunal. c-57 (1972) 
-- _ _ 
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the pressure isassumed uniformly p, for0 c r < R, and 2 if-the radial @xssux distribu- 
tion is assuxned to be parabolic_ 

We note that values 0fR can-be calculated fkomr - - _ 

The incons&enl;y in the model is &at t4ere is a par&ok pressure distribution in the _ 

-fihlto causethefluidtom~~outoftheGlm,gIvenby: 

Yet becrause the materials bounding the film are fluids, there mu&be avariation in 
curvafure; i-e., ~~/E+#O_ Xn other words, the geometry of parallel discs requires no 
pnxsure gradient in the f5lm _yet_to expel fluid from the f&n trapped between -&I- 
mobile interfAces there must be a pressure gradient (tid one is used to predict &z/d@_ 
Thus f&m a geometric viewpofnt tie vaiue should be Ii= t yet from a fluid dynamkal 
viewp@.nz the value shouid be R=2 

Tiie pressure at the center of the film is given by 
1 

p. = Z?/T, =lsy/h - c13j 
where r 2 = equal principal radii of curvature of the bulk interface at the center of the 
Clm and k is 26/r,. C-happ&ar= slaggested_ that r2= 2b wh- some authors use 
r, =b_ SubsGtution of the approprkte information ‘into -eqn- (10) yields 5 

1 , 

MIcrosc0pk 

8ulk phase - Inter&e 

_- 

w -_ _--- 
_ _ 
- _ 

- -_ 

- _ 

c _ 

- - _w _ 
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- _ 
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‘Asa sidenote, these equ&ion.s~can be solved for the boundary conditton that either 
the drop or the bulk interkce is mobile, called m = 1, i.e., say at z =O, dy,/& = 0. ~ 

_ Theresultsarethen: - 

--dh 2Eh3 ---_=- 
= d6 3 p 

= (e) (g (p;;bs) h3 

(16) 

where m=number of immobile interfaces For m- -2 we obtain eqn. (14). That +, the 
interfaces approach each other four times faster than if both interfacles are imrqobile. 

Frankel and M*ysels 27 allowed for the curvature of *Aa interface and used a 
LapLace type_expression for the pressure distribution as shown m ‘Table 4. Their 
results were calculated by computer ax? the answers are n3t easy to represent simply. 
They cite the resuks for thinning at the center and at the barrier ring to be:Bt the 
center: - 

7= = o-0027 (&) pAFZb3 (dpy96’)2 (& - &) 
at the barrier ring 5 

r=02--- *I =_o-m (gJ fA;JyS)(& - &-J 

(18) 

A simplified two-dimensional analysis of pattern IV behavior has been given 
by Hodgson and Woods” for the set of equations shown in Table 5. They assume that 
the volume of the fihn trapped inside the barrier ring is stagnant with an equilibrium 
pressure of pc = 2y/r,. The fluid flows from the film for r > c because of a pressure! 
grad&s between a drop interface of radius r3 and the flat bulk interface of radius rz_ 
Theresailtis: 

-dh --= 
d0 

Y h’ 
3P r2 r; 

and 

7= 82-6r = (21) 

Hodgson and Woods’ 1 suggtisted that reasonable values~ofthe r@ii of curvatureare: 
rz=2b, r3=b. 

- 

+rrili’ ’ later suggested, based on calculations of the three-climensiona& inter- 
face shapes from a polynomial distribution of the pressure, -&at r2 =4b an+ r3 26 or 

Pe =y/2b. (For the pressure at tie center of the3ilm, he found po=y/b.) - _ 

The approach pf a Tig5d sphere approaching a rigid interface has been approxi- 
mated by Charles and Masonzg by the appr oaeh of a parabola of the same radius of 
curvature at the apex The equations solved are s ummrqized ‘m Table 6. The result is : 

-dh --2 Apgbh 
_- . _ 

T-=9 ~. _ __ (22) 
_ - _- -_ 

- J.c Eleqmmd. Ckm, 37 (1972) - 
_ _ 

~ _ _ - 
- _ _ _ 
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TABLE 5 

HODGSON AND WOODS MODEL 0969) 

Overall 

macf-oscoplc 

M tcrosco~~c 

Bulk phase 

Continuity 

Interface 

TABLE 6 

lUGIDPARABOLA (SPHERE) MODEL;_CHARLES AND MASON (1960) 

OliSClll 

xlocz-p~c 

8 
L 

e 

- ^ 

Microscopic 

Bulk Phase Interface 
_ - 

Contrnurty t _ 

Motion 
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and 

(23j 

BrennesO and Maude 31 have solved the problem for a sphere and for the region of 
interest, namely thin fibs, MacKay et cd. 32 have shown that the approximation used 
in eqns. (22) and (23) is reasonable. 

An analysis that attempts to account for the effect of surfactant in the interface 
is based on the set ofequations given in Table 7. This approach retains the assumptions 
of a parabolic radial eressure profile but allows for variation in h indirectly through 
the boundary q= U_ The solution of *&is set of equations is au expression for the 
thickness of the film as a function of radial Iocation : 

dh 
IIh3 [* 

.c2R2h4 
ae=-3p 

-exp(-n’h)] f 
3pk’& 

exp (-n’h) (24) 

where n’ = d/2kx f’,. The results were reported by B~rrill~~ for po= y/b and for both 
H=l and H=2_ 

PARALLEL DISCS MODEL BURRILL AND WOODS (19 ---___ ____~~__ 

Overall M :cr-~sc~~Pr 

macroscop~ Bulk phase Interface 

1 Cormnutty { - 

!A 
E” 

In 
aV, 

z 
ar + 

z c 
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If l-R is smaU, then the equation becomes similar to the &llel discs model 
except that the pertinent expressions are 

a/i/C0 = -&/6~ = -ah3 m= 2 both interfaces immobile 

t?hliX?= -4& m=l with oae interface immobile 

4%/z%.?= -8uh3 drop interfke mobile; bulk interface moves with 
v-and &=O 

Ahal example of how the equations-might be linked together to d&be CIm _ _ 
thlnnmg is shown in Table 8. 33etaiI.s of this model and of the resufts are given 

EXPONENTIAL PRESSURE DI.SIlUBKmON MODEL; BU?ZRIl L AND WOODS (1971) 

4. COS&%RiSON OFT~I~IORE~XXL PREDICTIONS WITH DA-I-A 
-. _ 

- Idea& we wzM td be able to predict the shapes -of the interfaces at any value 
._o_l f and 8 for anyphysical system- If this pro<& too clXtcult, then we want tq predict z - 

- A the rate oft&in&n& of *tie &u&r +g, +3hJiW~ _-_-_ 
- the effect ofttie *ogxrtiks of fhe system on therate of thinning of the barrier 

-&z- 
_- 

--- 3. ElekrormcrL cl;rra. ST (1972) 
_ - _ _ 

_- -_ - _- . . 
- _ -- __ 

- -- =_ __ _ _ 
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We can appreciate from the variety of mechanisms and drainage behavior that 
different models have to he used for different behavior. Furthermore, it is realistic 
to corn- data and theory only when we have some confidence that the mechanisms _ 

govemingbotb are simiGr. 
As an expedient many authors average their rest-time data and report dis- 

tributions of rest-times. This is usually done when the interface age, or alternatively 
the concentration at the interfke, was not included as a contra! or measured variable. 
The averaging groups together data whose controlling mechanisms are most likely 
very different For this reason, such data should not be used to test mechanisms and 
models unless it is knoWn that the mechanisms for the model and thedata are the same. 

4_1_ Predic&n of the shapes of the interfizces 
For pseudo-steady state conditions the shapes of the interfaces can be cal- 

culated from two-dimekional lighr interference daa following the method of Bun-U 
and WOO&‘~_ 

The relative sham or t’tickness profiles, for dynamic conditions calculated 
from the models in Tables 3 and 5 are not a function of r. From the data this is un- 
realist&No evidence seems to have been reported of a comparison of the profiles 
predicted from the Frankel and Mysels moda Table 4, and experim-tai data_ _ 

The models described in Tables 7 and 8 should be applicable to all sym- 
metrical mechanisms but do not adequately predict the variations in thickness pro- 
files with time although they are an improvement over the parallel discs model. 

The coupled model, Table 7, describes the formation of a dimple, and the shape 
and rate of formation is in good agreement with the data for anisole and toluene for 
one set of conditions The prediction of the effect5 of interfacia1 concentration show 
tke opposite trend to what is observed but the prediction of the effect of the height of 
arrest upon dimple formation shows the correct trend The exponential pressure 
model, on the other hand, does not predict shapes that are reasonable. The effect-of 
dBil!Sionseems reasonable but, in general, the predicted rate of dimple deflation is too 

IO 

e 

Parellet oisc. In; I 
and Frankel/ My~els modet 

8 Elapsed Time/s _ -. 
_- - 

Fig. & Comparison of iXm_thixmi& models with tipical tktta far barrier ring thinning toluke k~ wat& 
witIlaOoSml+op.~~rxi0-J in for all models exapt the model of Franked and Mysek _ _ : 
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large. Even for the viscous system, lthe predicted rate of thinning isabout 100 times _ 
tuo fist. A x-edeerning feature of the equations used in this model 5 that a term-by- 
term analysis of the equations suggr~s that if the film tfrinninn is dictated by behavior 
at or within t&e barrier ring then qn. (14) is likely to 
becomes dominan t if the thinning is dictated by the 
barrier ring. 

don&ate whereas eqn. (20) - 

fluid dynamics beyond the 
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-4.2 Predktion‘of the r&of thinning at the barrier ring 

211 

A corn&on of the models-and data where&e even drainage mechanism or 
simultaneous even drainage and dimple formation mechanisms dominate is shown in 
Figs. a-9. It is important that the theories agree with the data until a thickness of 
about SQCL& for most oil-water systems. At this thickness rupture oc&s, and the 
theory 6f Vrij tid Overbeekxo can be used to predict this phenomena for each specific 
problem. Thus models are sought that predict B continuing decrease m thickness. 
Agreement between the theory and the data is better for the toluene+water system than 
for the anisoIe--water system. 

4.3_ Prediction of the egect of the wiables on rest-times 
The effect of diameter and the physical properties has been studied by mar.y 

worlcers. The effect of temperat~e has not received much attention. Jeffi-eys and 
Hawksley33 studied the effect of temperature on the half-life of distributions of rest 
times _and Lawson34 suggested that the effect could adequately be described by the 
effizct of temperature on the physical properties_ No mechanism for film thinning was 
identified__The wide scatter of their data suggests that either the data that are averaged. 
are controlled by different mechanisms or that there is mixed surfactant at the inter- 
face and uneven drainage controls. 

No work Seems to have been reported on the effect of temperature on even 
thinning. Consider Iirst the effect of diameter_ Table 9 shows values of the exponent n 
for the equation 

.tr/3b” (25) 

TABLE 9 

DEPENDENCE OF REST-TIME ON DROP RADIUS, r=-Bb” BASED ON OBSERVED DATA 

Oil/water s&em _ Diumetq range/cm t1 
- _ 

Ecen drainage Owen drainage 

Anisole+atcr - 0.106161682 1.1-24 1.6-25 
C&ivater 0.084243.1340 - 0.6 

Cyclohexanol/water _ C.o457_o_C62C 1.9 29 

TA3LE LO . _ 

COMPMON OF PiiEDICTEJXAND OBSERVED REST-TKMES BASE0 ON TOLUENE- 
WATER. EVENDRAINAGE WITH 1C-6g_I-s SLSandt=Smin _ 

Q@vimr system _ b/cm m Gtn 1s Hodgson- Woods modP1 Parallel disc- model _ 

_ ’ zv4 /s - :; drfl. Tpprrd I ‘S % d?O-. 

r01rlcnc/warn - - 0.1061- 1 8 - - - - - _ AnismEe/watcr Cl.1682 1 28 34 _+22 17 -39. 
Cf&ater oB842 1 S 6.4 +28 1.5 -70 A_ 
Cycloh+nol/water - 0.0620_ 2 90 97 +8 - 33 -64 

- _ 

3. Ek&oe+. chetn, 37 (1972) : 
_- _ 
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whei~ even drakw or even drainage with simuItane0us dimple fOrmation occur. 

Thec3reticaivdue_s ofFz= 1-2 or 5. are predicted by the rigid-sphere, Hodgson 
and Woods or the parallel discSmodels respe&vely_ These da* suggest that the ex- 
ponent is close to 2 

For the effect of physical properties of density di&rence_and surface tension 
for low ViscoSG ty oil-w%ter s$stems (and only for limited data for viscous oil phase, 
non-viscous fzlIq Burrill’ has shl own that the two models, the p&allel discs and 
Hodgson and Woods, bracket the actual data for even drainage, These results are 
shown in Table 10 where the to&-water data are taken-as base data and the rest- 
times for the three other systems are calculated from them_ 
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Resent work on the film thrnning behavior during the coal~ce of &iil drops 
Inwatertis experimental work color movies were taken of the 
Gght titerf&ence pattz”&txi by the thin f&n of waft-trappxi between the 
ri$ngdropandthebulkoiiphase_Thedrops werereIativeIysmall(O~~32cmdiam.); 
zaxfkknt KCI E added to minim&z 
10-6-10-3 g I- 

double layer repulsion. ConcentYations of 
* of sodium iauryi suE3te were used_ The oiis used were ttiiuene, 

a&so&z, cyclohexanol~and a xGx&e of anisole and cydlohexane- 
Five diff&ent patterns of IKhn b&avi& werqob5cxxed The mechanisms to 

explain these patterns are base&orn concepts of dynamic immobility (when the distri- 
bution of surfacZant along the inter&ce gives an interfacial tension gradient that every- 
wh~zbalances the interfaa shearstress) and ofsttic immobility_ The mechanisms 
include &pid approach (when b&h &mxfkes are mobiie), dimple formation (when the 

- Cnteajhciai tension gradient exe the titerf&clai shear strti), even draina&_ (when 
-the inter&& aqz CynamicaUy or steflicaiiy-immobile) and uneven drainage (when 

- there is local moJSity)_Reasons forunevendrainagearediscnssed, 
The dBerent theox-eticai mod& developed to describe fiim thinning are re- 

vieGed_Theemp+isisonthe assumptions and the relationship between the qua- 
tioqspescribing flow-&x the f&n and those describing surface befiavior- _ _ 

The &x&t.kns of the difliiknt m0&ls -iire _mmpared but the emphasis is on - 
hii su& of more recent- x&_*ls based on the above mentioned mechanisms to 
des++esymmetricalfZkn~ _ - 

_- _ - 
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